TOP SECRET INFORMATION
NEVER Before Released Information!

Learn the secrets of becoming an
eBay MILLIONAIRE With My...
Revolutionary Tactics Used By
The Latest eBay Millionaires Mini
Course.

Here is Part 7of your mini-course:
"The Revolutionary Tactics As Used By The
eBay's Latest Millionaires!"
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Too.
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Part 4- Don't Believe Those eBay Myths -- Why You Can Still
Make A Fortune On eBay with out breaking a sweat
Part 5 - The Audio Transformation -- Step-By-Step Plan For
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Part 6 - How To Effectively Turn Your Computer Into Your Cash
Register -- The Secrets Of Building A FREE Business That Then
Churns Out The Cash Faster Than A Winning Streak At A Vegas
Casino.
Part 6 - Building An eBay Empire --- " How You Can Become

The Next eBay Millionaire Without Buying A Single Product
Part 7 - Thinking Outside The Box --- Discover Why You Could
Be Amongst eBay's Top Sellers In Just A Matter Of Days When
You Follow A Proven Plan Of Action ..
Part 8- "The Secret Tactic Most even Most eBay Powersellers
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Part 7- How To Think Out Side The
Box On eBay And Become A Property
Tycoon In Weeks With Out Owning A
Single Property!
By Graham Waite

Thinking Outside The Box
Thinking Outside the Box
Would you ever think of buying a high school and
converting it into a house complete with cafeteria, gym,
basketball and tennis courts. Armand Morin would, at the
right price of course.
And Armand is not a crazy man. There's a difference
between a crazy man and a rich, successful man with an
outrageous imagination.
Not only would Armand have the audacity to buy a high
school and convert it into a home but he would do it sight
unseen. Now, I am sure we all agree that it sounds like a
gamble but he is a legendary Internet marketer and he didn't
get to where he is by going by the book.
It's all about the numbers and this old, decrepit high school
that no-one wants to buy. It's on sale in the real estate section
on eBay and the going price is $75,000. Now most people
would glance at that and think regular thoughts like: "what
would I do with a high school?"
What Armand sees is not a deserted high school but a
sprawling luxury home with all the high school facilities
subtly transformed into the desirable features that would
fetch at least twice or three times the original purchase price.
Imagination is what it takes, imagination and the courage to
take action.
His enthusiasm is boundless: "What if you had someone
come in and you actually rehabbed the building and turned it
into small offices? A high school is perfect for small offices.
Or you could run a business incubator out of there..."

So doing business on the internet is not only confined to the
buying and selling of web sites where it’s virtual and you're
dealing with digital products for the most part. Armand
directs us to the real estate link on eBay and a whole new
world opens up.
At any one time there are 900 to 1000 homes for sale on
eBay so where do you start? He has ways to narrow the
search down to the most beneficial buys. Once he narrows
down his search he sorts it according to price. The system
streamlines the process and gives you the criteria you need to
go straight to the hot items.
And all of this property wheeling and dealing happens from
the comfort of your own desk and your faithful computer.
No tramping from house to house like a realtor. There are
ways to safely buy and sell houses from a distance and get a
guaranteed profit.
Morin's little system even allows him to sell a property for
twice the price before he has completed his own purchase.
But that's another story...
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